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Abstract  22 
Fluctuating selection driven by coevolution between hosts and parasites is 23 
important for the generation of host and parasite diversity across space and 24 
time. Theory has focused primarily on infection genetics, with highly specific 25 Ǯ ǯ frameworks more likely to generate fluctuating selection 26 
dynamics (FSD)  Ǯ-for-ǯ (generalist-specialist) frameworks. 27 
However, the environment, ecological feedbacks, and life-history characteristics 28 
may all play a role in determining when FSD occurs. Here, we develop eco-29 
evolutionary models with explicit ecological dynamics to explore the ecological, 30 
epidemiological and host life-history drivers of FSD. Our key result is to 31 
demonstrate for the first time that specificity between hosts and parasites is not 32 
required to generate FSD. Furthermore, highly specific host-parasite interactions 33 
produce unstable, less robust stochastic fluctuations in contrast to interactions 34 
that lack specificity altogether or those that vary from generalist to specialist, 35 
which produce predictable limit cycles. Given the ubiquity of ecological 36 
feedbacks and the variation in the nature of specificity in host parasite 37 
interactions, our work emphasizes the underestimated potential for host-38 
parasite coevolution to generate fluctuating selection. 39 
 40 
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Introduction 45 
 46 
Understanding the coevolution of hosts and parasites is important given the 47 
central role that infectious disease plays in human health, agriculture and natural 48 
systems.  Theory predicts that the coevolution of hosts and their parasites may 49 
lead to a number of distinct outcomes, including a co-evolutionary stable 50 
strategy (co-ESS) for both host and parasite [1,2]; static within population 51 
dimorphism or polymorphism [2-5]; escalation (known as arms race dynamics, 52 
ARD) [6]; and fluctuating selection dynamics (FSD) [7-11]. Arms race dynamics 53 
cannot continue indefinitely due to associated fitness costs or physiological 54 
constraints (e.g. [12]), which means that, in the long term, coevolution will 55 
eventually lead to either a stable evolutionary equilibrium (including 56 
polymorphisms) or fluctuating selection. Fluctuating selection is therefore of 57 
particular importance because it is the only dynamic coevolutionary outcome 58 
that can be maintained indefinitely in a constant environment. The presence of a 59 
constantly changing antagonist is thought to play a key role in the maintenance 60 
of diversity [13], and also has implications for selection for sex and 61 
recombination [14-16], and local adaptation [17-19]. Understanding the 62 
processes and mechanisms that promote FSD therefore has significant 63 
implications for our understanding of a wide range of biological phenomena.  64 
 65 
Theoretical work has primarily focused on how different forms of genetic 66 
specificity between hosts and parasites lead to fluctuating selection [7-11;19-21]. 67 
Highly specific Ǯ ǯ ǡ    Ǯǯ 68 
host at each loci to infect, ǮǯȋǤǤ	Ȍ69 
selection favors parasite genotypes capable of infecting common host genotypes, 70 
thereby generating negative frequency-dependent selection [20-22]. Effectively, 71 Ǯǯhem while parasites 72 Ǯ-ǯǤǡǮ-for-ǯȋthere is variation 73 
in specificity such that hosts and parasites vary from specialists to generalists) 74 
often produce arms race dynamics (ARD), where directional selection favors 75 
increasing resistance and infectivity ranges, although there can be a transition to 76 
FSD if there are costs to infection and defense [7-11]. While some empirical 77 
evidence appears consistent with the notion that different genetic interactions 78 
are associated with ARD or FSD [23-25], recent experimental work has shown 79 
that changing environmental conditions can cause host-parasite interactions to 80 
switch between ARD and FSD [26-28], suggesting either that the environment 81 
determines specificity or that the same genetic specificity has different 82 
consequences depending on the environment.  83 
 84 
One way to investigate the importance of genetic specificity alongside ecological 85 
feedbacks in determining FSD is to directly compare coevolutionary dynamics 86 
with no specificity with those generated under various different forms of 87 
specificity. This can be achieved using eco-evolutionary models, which allow for 88 
varying population sizes due to changes in host defence and parasite infectivity. 89 
These models are increasingly used to examine the role of environmental and 90 
ecological feedbacks on the coevolution of hosts and parasites [1,2,4,5,29] and 91 
have largely considered the processes that determine co-ESS levels of host 92 
defense and parasite infectivity, and the potential for diversification through 93 
evolutionary branching. For example, it has been shown that the likelihood of 94 
static, within-population diversification depends on the nature of host-parasite 95 
genetic specificity, associated fitness costs, and explicit ecological dynamics [5]. 96 
The form of the infection interaction was crucial to the level of diversity that 97 
could arise, with non-specific Ǯǯȋ98 
transmission than parasite B against any host) leading to dimorphism at most, 99 Ǯǯwith variation in specificity (whereby the relative success of 100 
parasite strains depends on the target host) potentially leading to higher levels 101 
of polymorphism [5]. This work emphasized the important role that ecological 102 
feedbacks play in host-parasite coevolution. Little of this work, however, has 103 
considered the potential for fluctuating selection [4,27] and none has provided a 104 
full exploration of the ecological, epidemiological and host life-history drivers of 105 
FSD.  106 
 107 
Here we examine how host and parasite life-history characteristics and the 108 
specificity of their interaction, in combination with ecological feedbacks, 109 
determine the likelihood of fluctuating selection.  Ǯǯǡ   110 
degree to which parasite strains specialise on a subset of host types. An 111 
interaction is defin   Ǯǯ      112 
transmission against some hosts and lower transmission against others 113 ǤǡǮ-ǯ114 
each parasite strain always has either higher or lower transmission against all 115 
hosts compared to another parasite strain. We consider interactions between 116      Ǯǯ ȋall non-Ȍǡ  Ǯǯ117 
(variation from highly specific to generalist, and therefore phenotypically 118 
equivalent to gene-for-gene models but with continuous phenotypic variation), 119 
 Ǯǯ ȋ ǡ       120 
respective host strains, and therefore phenotypically equivalent to matching 121 
allele models but again with continuous phenotypic variation). Furthermore we 122 
explicitly consider the ecological and epidemiological settings that promote 123 
cycles. As such we determine what factors and which types of host-parasite 124 
interactions promote fluctuating selection. 125 
 126 
Model and Methods  127 
 128 
We base our mathematical analysis within the eco-evolutionary invasion 129 
framework known as adaptive dynamics [30-33] and combine this with explicit 130 
evolutionary simulations that relax some of the restrictive assumptions of the 131 
mathematical approach (see §A1 in SI for a fuller description of the analytic 132 
methods, and §B for a description of the numerical simulations). We assume that 133 
resident strains of host and parasite have reached a population dynamic 134 
equilibrium of a Susceptible Ȃ Infected Ȃ Susceptible model [5,34], 135 
 136 
(1) 
ௗௌௗ௧ ൌ ሺܽ െ ݍሺܵ ൅ ܫሻሻሺܵ ൅ ݂ܫሻ െ ܾܵ െ ߚܵܫ ൅ ߛܫ 137 
(2) 
ௗூௗ௧ ൌ ߚܵܫ െ ሺܾ ൅ ߙ ൅ ߛሻܫ.  138 
 139 
Susceptible hosts reproduce at rate a, with the rate for infected hosts reduced by 140 
f  [0,1], with reproduction limited by competition by a density-dependent 141 
factor q. All hosts die at natural mortality rate b, but infected hosts suffer an 142 
additional mortality at rate ǡǮǯȋthe 143 
plant-pathogen literature where virulence is often defined as infectivity). 144 
a
Transmission is assumed to be a mass action density-dependent interaction with 145 
coefficient Ǥ           Ǯǯ146 
over the transmission rate, so that transmission is dependent on the host trait, h, 147 
and parasite trait p, with ߚ ൌ ߚሺ݄ǡ ݌ሻ. We will generally define h as susceptibility 148 
(I.e., inversely, resistance) and p as infectivity. Finally hosts can recover from 149 
infection at rate ߛ. For our algebraic analysis we will make the simplifying 150 
assumptions that ߛ ൌ  ? and ݂ ൌ  ?, but we shall relax these assumptions in our 151 
numerical investigations. 152 
 153 
We assume that a resident host (h) and parasite (p) are at their endemic steady 154 
state and that a rare mutant strain of either the host ( ; overbars denoting 155 
mutant traits) or parasite ( ) attempts to invade (with trait values limited to ݄ א156 ሾ ?ǡ ?ሿ and ݌ א ሾ ?ǡ ?ሿ by some physiological constraints). The mutant has small 157 
phenotypic differences to the current resident strain and therefore a different 158 
transmission coefficient. We assume trade-offs in which a decrease in 159 
transmission (either an absolute reduction or an increase in resistance range; 160 
see below) caused by a host mutation confers a cost to the host birth rate, ܽሺ݄ሻ, 161 
while an increase in the base transmission rate caused by a parasite mutation 162 
confers either an increase in virulence, ߙሺ݌ሻ, or a reduced infection range [4,5]. 163 
The success of the mutant depends on its invasion fitness when the resident is at 164 
its ecological equilibrium. In the simplified case where ߛ ൌ  ?, ݂ ൌ  ? (see SI §A1 165 
for general case), the respective host and parasite fitnesses are, 166 
 167 
(3) ݏ൫ത݄Ǣ ݄ǡ ݌൯ ൌ ܽ൫ത݄൯ െ ݍሺ መܵ ൅ ܫመሻ െ ܾ െ ߚ൫ത݄ǡ ݌൯ܫመ,  168 
(4) ݎሺ݌ҧǢ ݄ǡ ݌ሻ ൌ ߚሺ݄ǡ ݌ҧሻ መܵ െ ܾ െ ߙሺ݌ҧሻ 169 
E
h 
p 
 170 
(where hats denote equilibrium densities of the resident). If a mutant has 171 
positive invasion fitness it will invade to replace or coexist with the current 172 
resident (subject to demographic stochasticity [30]), while if it has negative 173 
fitness it will die out. Through a series of mutations and substitutions the two 174 
species will coevolve in the directions of their local selection gradients, with the 175 
canonical equations [30,31] given by  176 
 177 
(5) 
ௗ௛ௗ௧ ൌ ߮௛ መܵ డ௦డ௛ഥቚ௛ഥୀ௛ ൌ ߮௛ መܵሾܽ௛ഥ െ ߚ௛ഥܫመሿ 178 
(6) 
ௗ௣ௗ௧ ൌ ߮௣ܫመ డ௥డ௣ҧቚ௣ҧୀ௣ ൌ ߮௣ܫመሾߚ௣ҧ መܵ െ ߙ௣ҧሿ 179 
 180 
where subscripts denote derivatives (i.e. ߚ௛ഥ ൌ ߲ߚሺത݄ǡ ݌ሻȀ߲ത݄ ) and  ߮௜ controls the 181 
respective speeds of mutation (which are products of the mutation rate and 182 
variance and a factor of 1/2). To simplify what follows we shall set ߮௛ ൌ ߮௣ ൌ  ?. 183 
Note that all the derivatives are evaluated at the resident trait values, ത݄ ൌ ݄ǡ ݌ҧ ൌ184 ݌. 185 
 186 Ǯǯ187 
are simultaneously zero (i.e. there is no longer directional selection on either 188 
species). There are four behaviors at a singular point that are of particular 189 
interest. First, the singular point can be a long-term attractor of evolution 190 
(Continuously Stable Strategy or CSS; a dynamic counterpart to the classic 191 
Evolutionarily Stable Strategy (ESS)). Second, the singular point can be an 192 
evolutionary branching point for that species. Here one of the species will 193 
undergo disruptive selection and branch into two coexisting strains. Third, if 194 
varying parameter values causes the system to pass a critical point (a Hopf 195 
bifurcation [36]) then coevolutionary cycles will result (although further work is 196 
required to find whether the resulting cycles are stable, resulting in FSD, or 197 
unstable, resulting in bistability). Finally, a repelling singular point could cause 198 
directional selection in the host and/or parasite to maximize or minimize their 199 
investment to bounds of evolution (recall ݄ǡ ݌ א ሾ ?ǡ ?ሿ), while the other species 200 
may reach a purely evolutionary CSS (i.e. a host CSS may exist where p=1), may 201 
branch or may also maximize/minimize.  202 
 203 
It is clearly important to examine the precise nature of the infection function, 204 ߚሺ݄ǡ ݌ሻ, to determine coevolutionary dynamics. Following previous work [5], 205       ǣ Ǯǯ ȋ Ȍǡ Ǯǯ206 
(variation from specialism to generalism), Ǯǯȋhighly specific). These 207 
are shown as heat maps in figure 1, where red denotes high transmission rates 208 
for combinations of h and p and blue low transmission. In detail:  209 
 210 
The universal function is given by, 211 
  212 
(7) ߚሺ݄ǡ ݌ሻ ൌ ߪሺ݄ሻߩሺ݌ሻ ൅ ݇, 213 
 214 
where k is a constant giving the minimum value of the infection function. In this 215 
case there is no specificity, as figure 1a highlights that parasites retain the same 216 
relative ordering of infection rates against any host (see also fig S1a in the SI). As 217 ǡ    Ǯǯ     -to-left (here 218 
ߚ௛ ൐  ?, where the subscript denotes differentiation with respect to h) and 219 
similarly for parasites ( >0).  220 
 221 
The range function is given by, 222 
  223 
(8) ߚሺ݄ǡ ݌ሻ ൌ ߚ଴ሺ݌ሻ ൬ ? െ ଵଵାୣ୶୮൫఑ሺ௣ି௛ሻ൯൰  
 , 
224 
 225 
where ߢ is a constant controlling the steepness of the curve. In this case there is 226 
variation in specificity, representing hosts and parasites that range from 227 
specialist to generalist. A parasite trade-off, ߚ଴ሺ݌ሻ, is built in to the infection 228 
function so that parasites with a narrow range (low p) achieve higher 229 
transmission against the least resistant hosts (the cost of a large range is thus a 230 
low transmission rate, and we assume no further parasite trade-offs to virulence; 231 
including an additional virulence trade-off has no qualitative impact on the 232 
results presented here). The range function, as shown in figure 1b (see also fig 233 
S1b) therefore includes specificity as for low h parasites with low p have the 234 
highest transmission, but for high h parasites with high p are the most infectious. 235 
Hence, parasites vary in the range of hosts that they can successfully infect, and 236 
similarly for host resistance.  237 
 238 
For the matching function, 239 
 240 
(9) ߚሺ݄ǡ ݌ሻ ൌ ߚ଴ሺ݌ሻ݁ݔ݌ ൬െ ቀ ௣ି௛ఎ௣ା௖ቁଶ൰, 241 
b p
 242 
where ߟ and c are constants controlling the variance of the infection curves. Here 243  Ǯǯ      is required for optimal infection, 244 
with the transmission rate falling away as they become more distant. This 245 
function therefore corresponds to a high degree of specificity between host and 246 
parasite. The case where ߟ=0 and ߚ଴ሺ݌ሻ is constant (i.e. there are no costs to the 247 
parasite) represents a continuous analogy of matching alleles infection genetics, 248 
as shown in figure 1c (see also fig S1c; e.g. [5]). When ߟ>0 and we assume costs, 249 
the trade-off ensures that parasites with a narrow range achieve higher 250 
transmission against their matching hosts relative to parasites with a broader 251 
range (again, there is no virulence trade-off in the matching model), as shown in 252 
figure 1d (see also fig S1d). This is in some sense a hybrid matching-range 253 
function, but the maximum transmission of a parasite is not always against the 254 
least resistant hosts (compare figs 1b and 1d).  255 
 256 
Results 257 
 258 
Specificity of the infection function 259 
In the SI §A2 we show that if there are no fitness costs to host resistance or 260 
parasite infectivity, then a coevolutionary singular point can never exist for the 261 
universal or range functions. Since selection now only acts on transmission the 262 
host will always evolve to minimize investment and the parasite to maximise (to 263 
bounds of evolution). For the matching function with no costs (i.e. figure 1c), 264 
there will be a continuum of singular points at h=p none of which are attracting. 265 
Under the full assumptions of adaptive dynamics, this will lead to a random walk 266 
through trait space. However, if we relax the assumption of mutations occurring 267 
rarely, fluctuating selection occurs Ǯǯ268 
current resident. This build up of strains keeps the host or parasite evolving in 269 
the same direction for longer, with reversals in selection due to one antagonist 270 Ǯǯ   becoming more rare.    Ǯǯ, 271 
since they are non-deterministic, unstable cycles whose existence depends on 272 
the discrete and stochastic assumptions of the simulations. An example of these 273 
stochastic oscillations can be found in [5]. For the remainder of this study we 274 
assume that host resistance and parasite infectivity are costly. 275 
 276 
We initially consider whether coevolutionary cycles can ever emerge for each 277 
infection function. This is particularly important for the universal function since 278 
cycles in this model have never been demonstrated (see [4] and [27] for 279 
examples of cycles in the range model). To achieve this, initially we simply wish 280 
to show that parameters and trade-offs exist that produce a Hopf bifurcation, 281 
using a method previously employed to find cycles between parasite virulence 282 
and predator population densities [36]. The full analysis is given in the SI §A2.  283 
 284 
In the universal model (7) cycles will be possible (for some parameters and 285 
trade-offs) wherever k > 0. However, there is a special case for k=0 (i.e. the 286 
minimum value of the infection function is 0), where we show there can never be 287 
cycles (see SI §A2i). Biologically, this means that cycles in quantitative levels of 288 
resistance and infectivity will not occur unless parasites have a non-zero 289 
baseline level of transmission, and is due to the host trait having no impact on 290 
parasite selection in this special case (see SI §A2i). This explains why in a 291 
previous study we found no evidence of coevolutionary cycles with the universal 292 
transmission function ߚሺ݄ǡ ݌ሻ ൌ ݄݌ [2]. Figure 2a shows numerical simulations 293 
of the coevolutionary dynamics for the case whereߚሺ݄ǡ ݌ሻ ൌ ݄݌ ൅  ?Ǥ ? (i.e. k > 0) 294 
with regular coevolutionary cycles. These cycles lead to regular increases and 295 
decreases in quantitative host resistance and parasite infectivity (transmission) 296 
and virulence. The cycles arise simply due to the negative frequency dependence 297 
resulting from the epidemiological feedbacks on disease prevalence from the 298 
evolution of resistance and infectivity.   299 
 300 
We find that a Hopf bifurcation may occur for any form of the range infection 301 
function (8). The cycles that emerge will be in the respective resistance and 302 
infection ranges of hosts and parasites, as demonstrated previously [4,27]. 303 
Figure 2b shows the output from simulations of the coevolutionary dynamics, 304 
once again showing regular cycles. 305 
 306 
Assuming costs in the matching model (9) we again find that a Hopf bifurcation 307 
may always occur. However, in this case numerical analysis of the system 308 
indicated that the Hopf bifurcation is always subcritical, meaning that the cycles 309 
are unstable (i.e. not attracting) [35,36]. We explored a comprehensive range of 310 
parameter sets and trade-offs but saw no examples of stable coevolutionary 311 
cycles in bifurcation diagrams or numerical simulations. Instead there is 312 
generally a bistability such that, under the full assumptions of adaptive 313 
dynamics, the system should evolve either to an intermediate singular point or to 314 
a minimum. However, as is the case when there were no costs, when the 315 
assumptions are relaxed in numerical simulations we typically see fluctuating 316 
selection. An example of these dynamics are shown in figure 2c where we see 317 
rather irregular oscillations. These are once more non-deterministic, stochastic 318 
oscillations. Such stochastic effects are inherent in natural systems and therefore 319 
these oscillations are likely to occur in nature, but we emphasize that these are 320 
less regular and predictable than those seen for the universal and range models 321 
(c.f. figures 2a,b). Why do such oscillations emerge? In general the host will 322 
always evolve away from the parasite and the parasite will evolve to match the 323 ǡ   Ǯǯ  phenotypic space (which is again linked to the 324    Ǯǯ         Ȍ. 325 
However, we found that provided the trade-offs are not too strongly decelerating 326 
or accelerating, the h and p nullclines generally remain very close to the main 327 
diagonal (h=p) meaning that a small mutation can easily cross the nullclines and 328 ǡǮǯ go in the other direction 329 
(see figure S6 in the SI). These repeated crossings of the nullcline by small, finite 330 
mutations are what drive the oscillations.  331 
 332 
Host and parasite life-history characteristics  333 
We now explicitly consider the ecological conditions that favour FSD by varying 334 
host and parasite life-history traits for each infection function. For the stable 335 
cycles we do this by computing bifurcation diagrams using the numerical 336 
continuation software AUTO-07p [37]. For the stochastic oscillations we examine 337 
numerical simulations. In each case we shall explore the effects of altering (a) 338 
resource competition, q, and (b) the virulence, . Plots for the other parameters 339 
(b,  and f) can be found in figures S2, S3 and S5 in the SI.  340 
 341 
a
g
The behavior in the universal model as resource competition, q, is varied is 342 
representative of all of the bifurcation diagrams (figure 3a, S2). The red vertical 343 
dashed lines in figure 3 separate the regions of behavior, as annotated along the 344 
bottom. Starting from the right-hand end of figure 3a, the trend as q is decreased 345 
is: no singular point, leading to minimization; the emergence of a pair of singular 346 
points through a saddle-node bifurcation (solid line: a branching point, dashed 347 
line: a repeller) often leading to branching; a Hopf bifurcation leading to the 348 
onset of cycles which increase in size (solid grey line marks the maximum and 349 
minimum values reached on a cycle); the loss of cycles such that both host and 350 
parasite maximize (i.e. ARD). We see similar behavior in figure 3b as virulence is 351 
varied (although here the saddle-node bifurcation occurs for rates of virulence 352 
beyond the domain of this plot). Decreasing values of q and ߙ lead to increased 353 
densities of infectious individuals, and hence higher encounter rates with 354 
susceptible hosts.       ǲ ǳ ȋ 355 Ȍ       ǲ ǳ (FSD). 356 
We conclude that FSD will be promoted in intermediate/large sized populations 357 
(intermediate q, low b, intermediate f) with an intermediate infectious period 358 
(intermediate , low b, intermediate ). In §A3 and figure S5 in the SI we also 359 
show that cycles occur for a range of weakly decelerating trade-offs in both the 360 
host and parasite. 361 
 362 
The bifurcation plots for the range model in figures 3c,d show very similar 363 
behavior to those for the universal model (figures 3a,b), except that a new 364 
behavior emerges with regions where the singular point is an attracting 365 
a
g
Continuously Stable Strategy (CSS). The conditions that promote FSD in the range 366 
model are qualitatively similar to those in the universal model.  367 
 368 
To explore the effects of life-history characteristics on the stochastic oscillations 369 
in the matching model we ran evolutionary simulations and measured the 370 
variance in the host trait over the final 20% of each run. A higher variance 371 
indicates larger stochastic oscillations (the values where there is zero variance 372 
actually relate to parasite extinction). In figure 4 (figure S3 in the SI) we see a 373 
similar pattern to the above results Ȃ the variance is greatest in long-lived (low 374 
b), large populations (low q, low b) with high infectious periods 375 
(ߙǡ ߛǡ ܾ).  376 
 377 
 378 
Discussion 379 
 380 
We have analyzed a series of host-parasite coevolutionary models to understand 381 
how ecological dynamics, life-history characteristics, and the specificity of 382 
interactions between hosts and parasites impact fluctuating selection dynamics 383 
(FSD). A key finding is that FSD in host resistance and parasite infectivity may 384 
occur without the need for any specificity in the interaction between hosts and 385 
parasites. When there is specificity, we find that the nature of fluctuating 386 
selection is very different in a highly specific matching interaction (akin to 387 
matching alleles in that all parasite strains are specialists on respective host 388 
strains) compared to when there is variation in the range of specificity (akin to 389 
gene-for-gene in that there is variation in specificity such that hosts and 390 
parasites vary from specialists to generalists). Therefore, although it is already 391 
known that both types of specific infection mechanism can lead to FSD, our 392 
models suggest that the nature of the underlying fluctuations are fundamentally 393 
different [see also 9]. Finally, we show how both host and parasite 394 
characteristics influence the likelihood of fluctuating selection, which allows us 395 
to predict the ecological conditions that are most likely to show FSD. This is 396 
important because it tells us when fluctuating selection is likely to generate 397 
genetic diversity through time [13].  398 
 399 
The fact that fluctuating selection can arise without specificity between hosts 400 
and parasites is of particular interest because much theoretical and empirical 401 
work has focused on identifying the relationship between different types of 402 
specificity and FSD rather than considering the potential for FSD in non-specific 403 
interactions [7-11; 23-25]. We have shown that costs associated with non-404 
specific resistance and infectivity can be sufficient to generate coevolutionary 405 
cycles in an eco-evolutionary setting. In principle, these cycles would also be 406 
possible in a non-ecological framework where selection is frequency-dependent 407 
but not density-dependent, as one could choose fitness functions whereby the 408 
selection gradients are never simultaneously zero on a closed trajectory. 409 
However, it is realistic to assume that the relative population densities, and thus 410 
the prevalence of infection, will vary with changes in host resistance and parasite 411 
infectivity. The feedbacks generated by these changes provide a natural route for 412 
frequency-dependent selection to operate and generate fluctuations. The drivers 413 
of the cycles in both the universal and range models are thus due to a mix of 414 
frequency-dependence (i.e. relative infection rates) and density-dependence (i.e. 415 
varying population sizes due to ecological feedbacks). Cycles without specificity 416 
have not been described previously, as most studies on FSD have neglected 417 
ecological dynamics and feedbacks. Those evolutionary studies that do include 418 
ecology have either assumed specificity between host and parasite and not 419 
examined universal interactions [16, 38-44], or, have assumed universal 420 
infection but focused on optimal investment or evolutionary branching rather 421 
than cycling [1-5; 29]. Our work examines models with explicit ecological 422 
dynamics and focuses on the potential for FSD both with and without specificity. 423 
 424 
Ecology has been shown to drive fluctuating selection in predator-prey systems 425 
with specificity [31,45] ȋ     Ʈǯ 426 
considered in these studies is different from the one used here). However, our 427 
work shows that it also occurs in non-specific host-parasite interactions. This 428 
result has important relevance to the role host-parasite coevolution may play in 429 
shaping host diversity across space and time. When host fitness depends on the 430 
frequency of different parasite genotypes, there are predicted to be differences 431 
among populations in terms of which host and parasite genotypes are being 432 
selected for at a given point in time. Hence, the propensity for fluctuating 433 
selection will have impacts on hostȂparasite local adaptation, as isolated 434 
populations are likely to be out of sync with one another [19,46].  There are also 435 
implications to the theory surrounding the evolution of sexual reproduction. 436 
While evolution of sex studies typically take a population genetics approach with 437 
a few major loci, it has been shown that sex can be beneficial where there are 438 
many loci with small additive effects [47]. One common criticism of the Red 439 
Queen hypothesis for the maintenance of sex is the lack of highly specific and 440 
virulent parasites that are generally assumed to be necessary for FSD [48]. Our 441 
work suggests these restrictive assumptions could be relaxed; future theory 442 
must test whether selection for sex can be generated in the absence of specificity 443 
and for parasites with only intermediate levels of virulence. 444 
 445 
While we found that FSD could occur across all of the interactions we considered, 446 
we found that the nature of the cycles are fundamentally different. We have 447 
shown that both the universal and range infection functions can lead to regular, 448 
deterministic cycles when there are costs. For the universal function this leads to 449 
fluctuations in the transmission rate, while for the range function the 450 
fluctuations are between pure generalists and pure specialists. However, when 451 
there is a matching function we found that stable deterministic cycles do not 452 
exist. Instead we have shown that oscillations occur driven by the inherent 453 
incompatibility of the optimal host and parasite strategies. This result is in 454 
accordance with models of matching alleles in continuous time, which have 455 
shown only damped cycles rather than deterministic stable limit cycles [43,49]. 456   Ǯǯ ȏ50], since regular 457 
input of mutations (i.e. faster than a full separation of ecological and 458 
evolutionary timescales) is essential for the cycles to be sustained. There are a 459 
number of implications to these different types of cycles. The deterministic 460 
cycles generated by the universal and range models are more regular and 461 
consistent, making their behavior more predictable. In contrast, the stochastic 462 
oscillations of the matching interaction tend to be irregular and vary in period 463 
and amplitude, making their behavior unpredictable. Stochastic fluctuations may 464 
also be less robust to changes in assumptions about mutation and standing 465 
variation. Distinguishing between these two forms of cycles empirically would be 466 
challenging due to environmental variation, but if FSD can be observed over 467 
multiple cycles, evidence of regularity could be looked for. An exciting question 468 
that thus emerges is whether the inherent differences among the fluctuating 469 
dynamics observed across infection interactions might support different levels of 470 
genetic diversity within and among populations. It is yet unclear whether cycles 471 
generated under a specialist-generalist continuum (i.e. range or gene-for-gene) 472 
framework can be considered equivalent to those generated under a purely 473 
specialist (i.e. matching) framework. 474 
 475 
By including explicit ecological dynamics in our models we have been able to 476 
assess how host and parasite life-history characteristics impact the potential for 477 
FSD. We have found that, no matter the infection function, cycles are most likely 478 
when hosts are long-lived and exist at high, but not the highest, densities. These 479 
results suggest that cycles are promoted when encounter rates are reasonably 480 
high. When encounter rates are low, so too is the potential for infection; 481 
therefore selection for costly host resistance is likely to be limited. At the other 482 
extreme, if encounter rates are very high then there will be considerable 483 
selection for resistance leading ǮǯȋȌ. It is in between 484 
these two extremes when cycles are most likely to occur. These results 485 
emphasise the role ecology plays in driving FSD in our models, since cycles only 486 
arise for certain regions of parameter space. Empirical studies in bacteria-phage 487 
systems agree with the predictions from our models, with environmental 488 
conditions that increase host-parasite encounter rates causing a shift from FSD 489 
to ARD [26-28]. This pattern is consistently seen in the stochastic oscillations 490 
from the matching model as well as the stable cycles of the universal and range 491 
models, suggesting this parameter dependency is robust.  492 
 493 
Our models have demonstrated that there are a wide range of interactions 494 
between hosts and parasites that can lead to fluctuating selection. We require 495 
that there are costs to resistance and infectivity to produce deterministic cycles 496 
in range or universal models, consistent with previous theory showing that costs 497 
are necessary but not sufficient for FSD to occur in gene-for-gene systems [3]. 498 
However, highly specific matching interactions produce stochastic oscillations. 499 
Our models are novel in that they demonstrate that specificity is not required for 500 
fluctuating selection to occur. Both the host life-history and the disease 501 
characteristics that promote FSD are consistent across all the different infection 502 
interactions. We can therefore make robust predictions for the types of host-503 
parasite interactions that are most likely to lead to coevolutionary cycles. We 504 
note that the timescale of the cycles seen in our models is somewhat slower than 505 
those seen in classic gene-for-gene or matching-allele models. This is because we 506 
assume a separation of ecological and evolutionary timescales, whereas the 507 
genetic models are essentially at an ecological timescale with multiple competing 508 
strains. The cycles considered here are purely at the evolutionary timescale, with 509 
the population dynamics always being at, or close to (in simulations), an 510 
equilibrium. We also note that our methods assume a large number of loci with 511 
small additive effects, as opposed to classic population genetics models, which 512 
generally assume a small number of loci and epistasis between them. Future 513 
work will address when the discreteness that arises from a smaller number of 514 
loci has a significant effect on the results, but without a detailed understanding of 515 
the genetic basis of a particular interaction the quantitative assumption gives 516 
general insights. 517 
 518 
Empirical evidence from a number of host-parasite systems indicates that 519 
fluctuating selection is a common form of coevolutionary dynamics. Several 520 
studies have reported indirect evidence of FSD (or host-parasite relationships 521 
capable of FSD) based on phylogenetic data (e.g. Arabidopsis plants and 522 
Pseudomonas bacteria [51]), highly specific genetic interactions (e.g. sticklebacks 523 
and trematodes [52]), or high levels of polymorphism in immune genes (e.g. in 524 
the vertebrate Major Histocompatibility Complex [53]). Direct evidence of FSD 525 
primarily comes from time-shift experiments [54] between crustaceans and 526 
bacteria [55], water snails and trematodes [56], and bacteria and phages [26-28; 527 
57]. The predictions from our models therefore have wide relevance within 528 
coevolutionary host-parasite systems. Given the ubiquity of ecological feedbacks 529 
and the diversity of different infection interactions our work emphasizes the 530 
considerable potential for host-parasite coevolution to generate fluctuating 531 
selection.  532 
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 708 
Figure Legends 709 
 710 
Figure 1  711 
Heat maps showing the level of transmission, ߚ, of parasite strains, p, against 712 
host strains, h, for our key infection functions: (a) Universal, (b) Range, (c) 713 
Matching without costs and (d) Matching with costs. The key shows that red 714 
indicates the highest transmission and blue the lowest transmission. Horizontal 715 
slices through these plots, showing ߚ as a function of h for particular values of p, 716 
can be found in figure S1 in the SI. The exact forms are: (a) ߚሺ݄ǡ ݌ሻ ൌ ݄݌ ൅  ?Ǥ ?, 717 
(b) ߚሺ݄ǡ ݌ሻ ൌ ߚ଴ሺ݌ሻሺ ? െ  ?Ȁሺ ? ൅ ሺ ?ሺ݌ െ ݄ሻሻሻ with ߚ଴ሺ݌ሻ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ൅  ?Ǥ ?ሺ ? െ718 ݌ሻȀሺ ? ൅  ?Ǥ ? ?݌ሻ , (c) ߚሺ݄ǡ ݌ሻ ൌ ሺെሺ݌ െ ݄ሻଶȀ ?Ǥ ? ?ଶሻ, (d) ߚሺ݄ǡ ݌ሻ ൌ719 ߚ଴ሺ݌ሻሺሺെሺ݌ െ ݄ሻଶȀሺ ?Ǥ ?݌ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ?ሻଶሻ with ߚ଴ሺ݌ሻ ൌ  ? ?െ  ? ?݌Ȁሺ ? ൅  ?Ǥ ? ?ሺ݌ െ  ?ሻሻ. 720 
We note that the explicit form of our trade-offs link maximum and minimum trait 721 
values through a smooth, polynomial-like curve where the second-derivative has 722 
constant sign (i.e. no inflections).  723 
 724 
Figure 2 725 
Output from numerical simulations showing the investment in host defence, h, 726 
and parasite infectivity, p, over evolutionary time using the three infections 727 
functions from figure 1: (a) Universal, (b) Range, (c) Matching. Simulations were 728 
conducted as described in the SI. In (a) ݍ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?ǡ ܾ ൌ  ?ǡ ݂ ൌ  ?ǡ ߙ௖ ൌ  ?ǡ ߛ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?, in 729 
(b) ݍ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?ǡ ܾ ൌ  ?ǡ ݂ ൌ  ?ǡ ߙ ൌ  ?ǡ ߛ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? and in (c) ݍ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?ǡ ܾ ൌ  ?ǡ ݂ ൌ  ?ǡ ߙ ൌ  ? 730 ߛ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?. The parasite trade-off in (a) is ߙሺ݌ሻ ൌ ߙ௖ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ?൅  ?Ǥ ? ?݌Ȁሺ ? െ731  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሺ ? െ ݌ሻሻ and in (b) and (c) as given in figure 1. The host trade-offs are (a) 732 ܽሺ݄ሻ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ?൅  ?Ǥ ? ? Ȁ݄ሺ ? ൅  ?Ǥ ? ?ሺ ? െ ሻ݄ሻǡ  (b) ܽሺ݄ሻ ൌ  ? ?൅  ? ?ሺ ? െ ݄ሻȀሺ ? ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ሻ݄ , 733 
(c) ܽሺ݄ሻ ൌ  ? ?െ  ? ? Ȁ݄ሺ ? ൅  ?Ǥ ?ሺ݄ െ  ?ሻሻǤ We note that these trade-offs are not 734 
subject to the assumptions made when proving the existence of the Hopf 735 
bifurcation in the SI (indeed if we chose trade-offs that satisfied those conditions, 736 
we would not see cycles in the simulations).  737 
 738 
 739 
Figure 3 740 
Bifurcation diagrams for (top row) the universal and (bottom row) range models 741 
showing the change in behavior at the singular point as we vary: (a), (c) 742 
competition, q, and (b), (d) virulence, ߙ, in terms of host investment, h. Solid 743 
black lines denote convergence stable singular points, dashed black lines non-744 
convergence stable singular points (i.e. repellers) and solid gray lines the upper 745 
and lower limits of a coevolutionary cycle. The red vertical dashed lines separate 746 
regions of behavior as annotated along the bottom of the plots. The Maximize and 747 
Minimize ǯǤ748 
displays the same behavior or reaches a CSS. Default parameter values are: ݍ ൌ749  ?Ǥ ?ǡ ܾ ൌ  ?ǡ ݂ ൌ  ? with (a) and (b)ߙ௖ ൌ  ?ǡ ߛ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?, and (c) and (d) ߙ ൌ  ?ǡ ߛ ൌ750  ?Ǥ ? ? ?with the trade-offs as given in figures 1 and 2. Again, we note that these 751 
trade-offs are not subject to the assumptions made when proving the existence 752 
of the Hopf bifurcation 753 
 754 
 755 
Figure 4 756 
Plots showing the variance in the host trait over the final 20% of numerical 757 
simulations, using the matching model for (a) competition, q, and (b) virulence, 758 ߙ. A larger variance indicates larger cycles. Zero variance occurs where there is 759 
parasite extinction. Parameter values are as of figure 2. 760 
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